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Axial Magnetic Field Effects on a Saturated
He-Ne Laser Amplifier

Abstract-The behavior of a He-Ne laser amplifier in thepresence
of an axialmagnetic field has beenstudiedexperimentally
by
measuring Faraday rotation and gain for various values
of input
signal intensity. Two high-gain transitions in the3.39-p region were
used for study-a J = 1 to J = 2 transition and a J = 1 to J = 1
transition. Theoretical expressions have been developed, which included the nonlinear effects of saturation strength signals. Experimental results clearly show saturationof Faraday rotation; in addition, for the J = 1 to J = 1 transition, a Faraday rotation reversal
and a traveliig-wavemagnetic field dip are seen. These results
match the theoretical predictions and provide a method for measuring the upper (3s2) level quadrupole moment decay rate.

ition play a large part in theeffect of the medium on the
laser signal.
I n this paper we report the results of an investigation
of the effects of a He-Ne Zeeman laser amplifier on signals
in the vicinity of two high-gain transitions: the 3s, - 3p,
(J = 1 to J = 2) neon transition at 3.3923 p, and the
3s, - 3pz ( J = 1 to J = 1) neon transition at 3.3912 p
[5], [6]. Theoretical expressions have been derived which
describe theFaradayrotationand
amplification of a
linearly polarized signal as a function of axial magnetic
field. These expressions involve several atomic parameters,
and comparisons of experimental measurements with
I. INTRODUCTION
these predictions yielduseful
information aboutthe
properties of the medium, without involving the comANY authors have discussed the nonlinear interplicating effects of an oscillator cavity. The transitions
actions of electromagnetic fields with a gaseous
that werechosen for studyhave high gain and easily
laser medium in the presence of a magnetic field,
saturate the laser medium. They normally operate under
which splits the degenerate atomic levels. Recently
strongly saturated conditions in a laser oscillator, and this
Sargent, Lamb, and Fork [l]presented a comprehensive
makes a comparison of experiment with the perturbation
theory of a Zeeman laser oscillatorbased on the calculation
theory of a Zeeman-laser oscillator [l] rather difficult.
of the induced polarization in the gaseous medium. The However these attributes are conducive to a study using
polarization was calculated in the form of a truncated
a laser amplifier, where the input signal strength can be
perturbation series, valid for the field strengths existing varied and treated
as an external parameter.
in a laser that is oscillating near threshold. Many
predictions of this theory were supported by the experi- 11. THEORY
AND ITS APPLICATION
TO THE 3.39-p LINES
mental work done by Tomlinson and Fork [2] with singleIn this section we describe the pertinent theory and
mode He-Ne Zeeman lasers operating on transitions at
present results of boththeperturbationaland
strong632.8 nm and 1.52 p.
signal methods.
Dienes has analyzed the behavior of a saturated gasWhen considering the treatment of an amplifier operatlaser amplifier in the presence of an axial magnetic field.
ing on a single-frequency signal, the appropriate assumpThe wealr-signal theory [3] is based on aperturbation
tion is that the field amplitudes are purely space-depenseries method similar t o that of [2], and the strong-signal
dent. Thus we start with (28a) and (28b) of [3] and set
theory [4] is based on an exact integration of the equations
time derivatives equal to zero to obtain the gain and
of motion for the macroscopic density matrix. In this
phase equations.
analysis the input signal consists of two fields of arbitrary
polarization, and a study is made of the effects of the
gaseous medium on the signal. In most cases the angular
momenta of the energy levels involved in the laser transd E , - -v
P,,
dz
2e0c
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where the electromagnetic field is E = Re
&,E, exp
(ikz - i v t
i&J, .P, = PC, - iP,, is the complex
amplitude of the induced polarization, and m is
or denoting right or left circular polarization state.
According to thethird-order perturbational theory for a
general J. to J b transition ina laser amplifier subject to an
axial magnetic field, the left circular component of the
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induced polarization due t o a single-frequency signal
tuned t o line center is

Im W(y)x - [Im F(y)/Re I"(y)]

1970

+ 2,1 In lIo Re F(y)/Re W(y)

+ (1

-

I , Re F ( d / R e W(y))

sexp (- 2a Re W(y)x)I

I>

,

(5b)

where I , = I ( z = 0). These equations result from thirdThis expression and the corresponding expression for
order perturbation theory and will remain valid provided
the right circular component of the induced polarization
I(x)
<< 1.
can be deduced from (36) and subsequent comments in
Since for the two laser transitions of interest the dif[3]; here, as in that paper, a = y a b / h , A = y,/2ku, B =
ference in the g factors of the levels is small enough (6 'v
yb/2ku, ya = w",/2ku, yb = wb,-/21cu, 6 = y a - yb, where
0.07~~
to) be of little significance in these experiments,
T a b is the natural linewidth, y a and Yb are the decay rates
we neglect 6 and replace ya and yb by y = w + -/21cu. This
of the upper and lower levels (a = A
B, since collision
simplifies formulas considerably since none
of the functions
effects are neglected), w:- and ut- are the Zeeman splitnow depends on M and they can be removed from the
tings of the upper and lower levels (w:- = g%eB/m),
summation signs. The subscript M on the functions will
and ku is the Doppler width parameter which is used to
henceforth be omitted. The nonlinear behavior of the
normalize the above quantities (leu = (T/-)
Avo
gain and Faraday rotation depends on the properties of
where AvD is the full width at half maximum of the Dopthe saturation functions H I ,H,, and H,. These have been
pler broadened gain curve). QI is the small-signal inhomodiscussed in detail in[4]; only some salient points pertinent
geneous gain constant, E: = 3h2?ayb/l <all pll b> 1' is the
to the particulartransitions
willbe
mentioned here.
saturation field intensity,and C",,,, = [ 3 / ( 2 J b 1)Iz
H
,
describes normal saturation and contributes through
[ <J,, 1,M , - 1 [ J,, ilf' > ]', with the summation running
the entire Doppler bandwidth. Its interesting feature is
over all M values of the upper level. H,,, H,,, and H,,
thatthe
imaginary part-saturation
of theFaraday
are complicated functions describing the nonlinear polarrotation-is negligible if a << 1 ( T a b << ku,inhomogeneous
ization and depend on the parameters a, A , and B, as
line). For the transitions considered here a N 0.3, i.e.,
well as on the magnet'ic field.The function w ( z ) is the error
the lines are partially homogeneous. Therefore, we expect
function of complex argument [7] whichdescribes the
a measurable saturation of the Faraday rotation for all
dependence of the first-order (linear) polarization of the
values
of the magnetic field. Physically, this saturation
medium on the atomic parameters and on the magnetic
takes place via power broadening of the natural linewidth
field.
of the transition.
The gain and Faraday rotation of a linearly polarized
(H,
H,) describes the interaction of the left and
signal, where E , = E- = E / a , can then be expressed as
right circularly polarized components of the electromagnetic field through a pair of Zeeman split upper
(l/I)d l / & = 2aRe [W(y) - I F ( y ) ] ,
(321)
(superscript a ) or lower (superscript b) levels. It can be
d@/& = d m [W(y) - I F (y)],
(3b) shown that, because it is due t o coherent interactions,
( H , H,) has a characteristic width equal t o the decay
where
rates of the pertinent sublevels. In particular Im(H;
W(y) =
C;f,.w--IW*(yD A t 6
ia),
( 4 4 H;) peaks at y N A (w+- N ya). For the 3.39-p transitions
M
A << B and a N B ( y a << 7 6 , T a b N y b / 2 ) . Therefore, since
the linear part of the rotation (Im d)is very small at
y = A, there will be a dip in the rotation at small values
of the magmetic field provided the coefficient of H ,
H,
is large enough.
Forthe J = 1 to J = 1 transition at 3.3912 p the
coefficient of HE
H ; is 0.25, Thus, we expect a small,
I = E2/E&@ = (4- - 4 + ) / 2 ,and Re and Im denote the narrow dip in the rotation versus magnetic field curve
real and imaginary parts, respectively. These differential
at low magnetic fields(where y N A). With increasing
equations can be integrated t o yield ,expressions suitable
signal strength, the dip should increase and a reversal of
for comparison with experimental results:
the rotation might actually occur. A detectable dip in the
gain
at zero magnetic field should also occur for analogous
I , exp (2a Re W(y)x)
I(x) =
1 [I,Re F(y)/Re W(y)][exp (2a Re W(y)x) - I]
(sa)
1 These coefficients are tabulated in [dl.
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reasons.’ The coefficient of H i
H ; is also 0.25. It does
H: is
not produce an anomalous dip, however, since H i
much broader, its imaginary part peaking at y = B. This
part of the nonlinear polarization behaves rather similarly to H , and contributes to saturation of both gain
and Faraday rotation through
most of the Doppler width.
Forthe J = 1 to J = 2 transition at 3.3923 p, the
coefficient of H i
H ; is 0.01. Thus the Faradayrotation
is not expected to show an anomalous dip, and for analogous reasons we would not expect to see the very small
gain dip. The coefficient of H i
H:, however, is large,
and this part of the nonlinear polarization contributes to
the saturation for most values of the magnetic field.
As it was pointed out previously, the perturbational
equations become quantitatively invalid at high signal
strengths. (However, in [4] it has beenshown that the
perturbationaltheory correctly predicts all the strongsignal nonlinear phenomena in a qualitative sense.) Two
approximate expressions may be obtained from the strongsignal theory [4]. For high magnetic fields (neglecting
differences in g factors again)

+

+

I n this approximation the left andright circular components of the electromagnetic field interact via the lower
sublevels only. Equations (5), ( S ) , and (7) will be used
in Section IV to compare experimental results with theoretical curves. The nonlinear differential equations in
(6) and (7) must be integrated numerically. I n addition,
the rather complicated Doppler integral in (7) must also
be numerically evaluated.*

111. EXPERIMENT

+

The experimental setup is shown in“Fig. 1. The output
of atunable, single TEM,,, mode,3.39-p He-Ne laser
oscillator with Brewster angle windows was passed
through
a variable attenuator consisting of two calcite polarizers,
collimated withaquartz
lens, and passed through an
amplifier tube with a discharge length of 50 em and abore
diameter of 3.8 mm. The beam diameter was approximately 2 mm throughout the length of the tube. The
amplifier tube was filled to a pressure of 1.0 torr with a
9:l mixture of He3 and Nez0, and it was centered in a
magnetic field solenoid that covered the entire discharge
length. The normals of the plane windows of the tube
1-1d1ld.z = 2cr
CL,d2f-l(l Q.51C:f,,w-1)-1 / Z
were tilted about 2” from the axial direction in order to
M
reduce reflection instabilities.
. Re w*(y i b , ~ ) , (Sa)
Magnetic field measurements were made using a Bell
120 gaussmeter with an axial probe. Effects of the steel
d ~ j / d z= cr
CL,,>~-~
Im w*(y
ibiM),
(6b) table on the magnetic field produced at the position of
’M
the amplifier tube were found t o be negligible. The slight
where
inhomogeneities in the axial magnetic field produced by
1/2
b, = a(l
0.51C&,N-1) .
(6c) the solenoid produced negligible error compared with
experimental accuracy limits due t o random instabilities.
This expressionis valid when the Zeeman splitting is This was determined by numerically integrating (3a) and
of inputparameters
and
much larger than the power-broadened natural linewidth (3b) using appropriatesets
(y >> ZI,~). The approximation involved is analogous to letting magnetic field strength vary with distance in the
neglecting H ,
H , in the perturbational expressions. In axial direction. The results were compared with corresthis approximation the left and right circular components ponding results obtained by assuming a uniform average
of the electromagnetic field do notinteract. Since the value of field strength. Effects of small residual transverse
natural linewidth is rather large for our transitions, (6) fields were also studied, and they were found to have a
negligible effect on the experimental accuracy.
is valid for a limited range of magnetic field only.
The amplifier output beam passed through a chopper
For the J = 1 to J = 2 transition ifwe neglect the
contribution of i Y g H ; (which, as it was shown before, is and was split by a silicon flat whose normal was placed
very small) and then make the approximation y6/2 = T a b at a small angle with respect t o the beam direction. The
(I? = a) the following expression,valid for arbitrary signal transmitted portion was analyzed with a calcite analyzer
and detected with an InAs photodiode. The reflection
strength, may be obtained.,
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where
=

0.6,0.1,and0.3

d,,,,, = 0.1,0.6,
and0.3.

focused
channel was
directly onto another InAs photodiode. The signal outputs were fed into separate detector
(7) meters which have de outputs proportional t o the meter
deflection. The phase-lock detector was
used
alone
when
making gain-saturation measurements in zero magnetic

2 This is the so-called “traveling-wave magnetic-field dip,” which
has been previously observed in laser oscillators. See for example [ 2 ] .
3 See (17) of. [4]for the derivation of a similar equation for the
J = 1/2 to J = 3/2 transition.

* The numerical computations were made on an IBM %60/75
computer.
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup. A-analyzer;BS-beam
splitter; C-chopper; Dl, Dz-InAs
detectors; I-iris; L,, Lz,LP-lenses;MG-magnet;
P,, P-attenuating polarizers;
PZTpiezoelectric tuner;R-resistor; ST-steel
table.

field. For the magnetic-field experiments each dc output
IV. RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
was connected to a separate Y channel of an XY twoFirst, gain measurements were taken for both transchannel recorder. The X-axis deflection was proportional itions at very low-input intensity to measure the smallto the axial magnetic field. The analyzer in channel 1 was signal inhomogeneous gain constants. Results gave a gain
set at 45" with respect t o the plane of polarization of the ratio of a(3sz - 3p4)/a(3s2- 3 p z ) = 2.7 for discharge
signal when the magnetic fieldwaszero. If we call the currents from 10 to 17 mA. This is close to the theoretical
signal intensity at zero field I , and the signal intensity ratio of line strengths [8], which is 2.55.
at a nonzero value of magnetic field I(y), then the two
Gain saturation data were next takenandfittedto
recorder plots yield the quantities I(y)cos2~/Iocos2(~/4)
theoretical expressionsusing
the strong-signal theory
and I ( y ) / I o . Consequently, the gain variation with for a linearly polarized signal at line center in zero magmagnetic fieldwas obtained directly and theFaraday
netic field [4],[9]. The values of LY obtained were 4.96/meter
rotation angle @ = e - ( ~ / 4 )was obtained through at a discharge current of 14 mA for the J = 1 to J = 2
simple calculations.
line, and 1.76/meter at a discharge current of 12 mA for
The method used to tune the signal to the line center the J = 1to J = 1line. Usingthe fact that thesaturation
was to pass a weak signal through the amplifier tube in curves depend on a, we deduced values of a = 0.3 for both
the presence of an axial magnetic field of approximately transitions in thismanner. We use the condition A
B =
70 gauss and tune the oscillator signal t o the point at a (ya y b = 2y&) in our calculations although this is not
which the ellipticity of the amplifier output signal de- strictly true for the gas pressure used in our amplifier tube.
creases to zero. The maximum drift encountered during However the theory pertinent to these experiments is
the observation periods was a & 2-MHz deviation from rather insensitive t o the value of Yb) and we can apply
line center. However, theFaradayrotationand
gain this condition with impunity. Thus, in later calculations
versus axial magnetic field are not sensitive to deviations we assume the decay rates of the 3pz and 3p4 levels are
from line center of this magnitude; computations based equal.
on the perturbational theory equations indicated that
In Figs. 2, 3, and 4 each experimental point represents
this drift instability has a negligible effect on our experi- an average from several successive measurements taken
mental accuracy.
under the same conditions. With the values of a and a
The normal line on which the 3.3974 laser oscillates is determined from the gain saturation data, and w + - = 3.94
the very high gain 3s, - 3pq transition. In order to study MHz/G, good fits to the experimental points of Figs.
the 38, - 3pz transition, a 1-em quartz absorption cell 2and 3 were obtained for A = 0.05, B = 0.25, ku =
filled with methane to a pressure of 10 to 50 torr was 165 MHz. Fig. 2 shows the traveling-wave magneticintroduced intothe oscillator cavity. This completely field gain dip for the J = 1 to J = 1 line. The solid lines
quenched the 3s2 - 3p4 oscillation and allowed the oscilla- are obtained from (sa). Thewidth of the dip depends on A,
tion to take place on the 3s2 - 3p2 line [6]. We passed since it occursbecause of the effects of coherent interthe laser output through a Spex monochromator with a actions via the Zeeman split upper sublevels. This gives
resolution of 0.2 em-' in order to determine the optimum a good method of determining the upper-state decay
pressure of methane needed.
constant.
Fig. 3(a) shows the Faraday rotation versus magnetic
A second tube of 4-mm bore and 110-em length was
field for various values of input-signal strength for the
also tested with the J = 1 to J = 2 line only.
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Fig. 2. Gain versus magnetic field for various strengths of linearly
polarized 3.3912-p (J = 1 -+J = 1) input signals,alongwith
correspondingprediction of weak-field nonlinear theory (solid
lines). Discharge current is 12 mA. Values of atomic parameters
are a = Yab/ku = 0.3, A = ye/2ku = 0.05, ku = 165MHz,
01 = 1.76 meter-1, ~ + b = 3.94 MHz/G. Representativeerror
brackets are included.

AXIALMAGNETIC FIELD (GAUSS)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Faraday rotation for various values of 3.3912-p (J =
1 + J = 1) input signals, along with corresponding predictions
of linear theory (longdash),and
weak-field nonlinear theory
(solid), using the samevaluesfor the discharge parameters as
given in Fig. 2. Representative error brackets are included. Note
negative values of rotation at low values of magnetic field and
high signalstrength.Shortdashcurveisapproximatestrongsignal theory for high-magnetic fields (6). The dotted curve is
merely a linejoining the experimentalpoints. (b) Thisisan
enlargement of the weak magnetic field region of (a).

J = 1 to J = 1 line. Fig. 3(b) is an enlargement of the
weak magnetic field region of Fig. 3(a). The long dashed
curve is the unsaturated Faraday rotation obtained by
assuming the polarization of the medium to be linearly
dependent on signal strength:
@( = M

Im W(y).

(8)

AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD (GAUSS)

Fig. 4. Faraday rotation for various values of 3.3923-p ( J = 1 -+
J = 2) input signals, with correspondingpredictions of linear
theory (long dash),and strong-field nonlinear theory; equation
(7),
solid. Dischargecurrent is 14 mA; a = 0.3, B = 0.3, A LV_ 0,
01 = 4.96 meter-l, ytb
= 3.33 MHz/G. Shortdash curve IS
approximate strong-slgnal theory for large magnetic fields.

The solid curves are theoretical lines using (5b). We see
that the weak-signal theory is quite accurate in its region
of validity. We observe a reversal of the Faraday rotation
at small magnetic fields when Ii, = 1.2 as predicted in
Section 11, although the perturbational equations no
longer hold in the quantitative sense. (The dotted curve
is merely a line joining the experimental points.) Presumably larger signals would produce a large dip in the rotation; thus our theoretical predictions arequalitatively
accurate for large signals.
The short dashed line is a theoretical curve using (6)
for Ii, = 1.2. Since the value of y at 50 gauss is 0.54, the
condition of validity for (6) is not quite satisfied. The
effects of the coherent interactions are notnegligible; thus
we expect the experimental points to be a little lower than
the dashed curve.
Fig. 4 shows theFaradayrotation
versus magnetic
field for the J = 1 t o J = 2 line. The long dashed curve
is once again the unsaturatedrotation. Comparison of
Figs. 3 and 4 supports our argumentthat theeffects of the
coherent interaction terms are much stronger for J = 1
to J = 1 than for J = 1 to J = 2. There is no reversal of
the rotation for the J = 1 to J = 2 line and the nonlinear
effects at low magnetic fields are much smaller. The use of
the perturbational results [see (5)] was not possible. The
gain for Ii, = 0.07 +as 26, which means that near the
output the signal strength was too large for the weaksignal theory even for this case, and the results indicate
only a slight decrease inFaraday rotation from that
predicted by the linear theory. The shortdashed lines were
obtained from (6). The observation made for the J = 1
t o J = 1 line holds here too. The solid lines were obtained
from (7). The approximation made in this expression is
that B = a = 0.3. Actually B is smaller than this value;
(7) therefore predicts too much saturation and we expect
the experimental points t o be slightly higher than the
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solid curves. This is in fact the case, although the overall

fit is satisfactory.
Results obtained on the long tube were qualitatively
very similar t o those shown in Fig. 4. Since the magnetic
field on thistube
was somewhat inhomogeneous,no
attempt was made to fit thisdata to theoretical expressions. The gain of this tube was considerably higher
and much larger Faraday rotations were observed. Rotations as high as 105’ were seen, and saturation effects
were considerable.

V. COXCLTXIONS
We have investigated the nonlinear behavior of gain
and Faraday rotationof a linearly polarized optical signal
in a gaseous amplifying medium subject to an axial magnetic field. Good agreement between theory and experiment were found. It may be appropriate t o note at this
point that when the amplifier operates in the nonlinear
region the Faraday rotation cannot,general,
in
be obtained
from the gain using the dispersion (Kramers-Kroenig)
relations, but must be calculated from the rigorous theoretical expressions [lo].
We have also found useful values of linewidths and decay constants in the 3.39-p region. The parameter A was
given various values in applying (sa)and (5b) t o the
appropriate experimental points in Figs. 2 and 3. The
resulting fits allowed US t o determine confidence limits
for the value of ya. For the discharge tubetested the
results are ( k u / 2 r ) = 165 MHz, ( y a b / 2 r )= 49.5 MHz,
and (ya/2r) = 16.0 f 3.0 MHz. This value for y u is
larger than the corresponding quantity obtained from the
laser-excited Hanle effect experiment by Decomps and
Dumont [ll].Their value was reported t o be about 10.3
MHz.
Tomlinson and Fork [a] made aIlowances for pressure
effects on the laser medium by relaxing the condition
y a + y b = 2706 in their analysis. However this was not
necessary in order to match theoretical predictions to
experimental observations in our case. This is partially
due to the fact that the phenomena that we have studied
givemore sensitive indications of the value of 7, than
y b 5 2yn6 and obtain
that of -yb. We can assume yo
good fits to the experimental points for a fairly large
range of values of y b . (The range of values for y. necessary
t o obtain good fits remains virtually unchanged however.)
The reason that this was not necessary is also due to the
factthatthe
gas pressure in our discharge tube was
roughly half the gas pressure used in their experiments;
thus reduced pressure effects should be expected.
In the theory that is presented inthis paper the
quantities yo and y b are each the sum of the spontaneous
decay rate and the decay rate due to excitation transfer
collisions with neighboring atoms that induce transitions to the ground level. By generalizing the gas laser
theory of D’yakonov and Perel‘ [12] to include collision

+
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effects on the Zeeman sublevel populations [13], it can be
shown that the quantityy a , which we have experimentally
measured by studying the width of the coherent interaction dip, is equal to the quadrupole moment decay rate
of the upper ( 3 4 IeveI,

r,

(’)

=

r, + (r:2))coll

where r, is the decay rate due to spontaneous emission
and excitation transfer collisions (the monopole moment
decay rate), and the added term is due
to Zeeman sublevelmixingcollisions. Recent investigations [14], [15] have
shown that for the gas mixture and pressure used in our
amplifier tube, I’:’) is 20 to 30 percent larger than re;
hence, the distinction between the quadrupole and monopole moment decay rates must be made.
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